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581-Motichand Lengade Bharatesh Polytechnic, Belagavi 

Department of Computer Science & Engineering  

Guest Lecture Report 

Date: 25/01/2021                            Time: 11.00am to 5.30pm                  Venue: Seminar Hall 

 

Topic : “Professional Practice” 

Resource 

person 

 

Mr. Rajesh Hongal, Professor, Government Polytechnic, Hubballi. 

Tools Used Videos and PPTs 

Semester Fifth No of Students Present 51/54 

Highlights of 

Lecture: 

1. At the outset, the Resource Person introduced himself to the students and 

tried to develop personal rapport with them. He demonstrated to the 

students, he himself is an example for the students to build an illustrious 

career only on the basis of Diploma. He impressed the students by 

disclosing the fact that he has published so many books related to computer 

science department and has won many awards in the same.  

2. To start with, the Resource person explained with the help of Quotes like 

”Life is like Bread Slice/time slice” , “Prove your existence by performance 

but not by influence” ,”Start showing your appearance before 30 if you want 

to exist after 50 in society” and question that “who knows you?” 

3. Further he discussed on “Identity crisis” by advising to “ do good for society 

to stop expecting anything, and  give time to everything and everyone with 

studies and he also insisted students to “Love Mankind and use machines” 

4. The Resource Person conducted two sessions: 12 to 1:30pm and 2:30 to 

5:30 for the students, He started explaining  the PPTs step by step according 

to his ideas/concept which included “Lord Ganapati first Laptop”, 

“Backbiters”, Tip of head to Tip of foot you have to be active, Handle 

people with smartness, Staying in stressful life have to balance public, 

personal ,social and family, He added quotes like ”Life is full of sweet and 

sour”. 



5. The Resource Person also exposed the students through a video, how to lead 

the Life, How to face difficulties with a happy face and presented how to 

use individual soft skills in real Life.  

6. At this point, the Resource Person emphasized the role of soft skills which 

helps in students professional Life Hence, he encouraged all the students of 

Computer science engineering.  

7.  Finally the Resource Person concluded his lecture by Group discussion 

which was mentored by two judges and all students participated in the group 

discussion and also he awarded best speaker in the group discussion. All the 

students actively participated and gave their best. 

Outcomes: 

1. Students understood the significance of originality and creative thinking in 

the real world. 

2. Students were exposed to the concept of Professional Practice and soft 

skills. 

3. The wide scope and the various job opportunities available were brought to 

the notice of the students 

4. The students gained the knowledge regarding how an ideas can be innovated 

and got inspired by the resource person which will be followed in our day to 

day life/surroundings.  

Linked 

PO/PSO 
PO1, PO5,PO6 & PO7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   


